
12/19/73 
Dear Bob. 

Thunke for the book. It looks good. It'll be the next thing I stert that is not part 
of oaeoiu work. I haven't followed that closely. I hope you go Leto 	arohall's role 
because I'm a mite curious about hie constant evailebility to do the wrote; thing. 

Lt Sellieg you that I wee aware that Senate had a "special rcletionship" eith the 
editor l i,i the way of my gletration, teyieg to avoid the appearance of making a moral 
judgement and at the same time trying to avoid a double standard. I knew she liven with the 
editor acid I do have an opinion: fine, if that iu what they went. • 

I.have other concerno, :sad hero I will make. no indication of what they are. Tnee, to 
a degree, I believe were not entirely hidden vhen I wrote before your vacation, 3o, I'd 
like to ask two things of you: first that you say nothing about it and then that you tell 
me ehatevet you know abput hor.If you in anything about bin, I'd be interonted. 

If you want to kuow why, I'll tell you. It nay be nothing but I think that by now 
you knew that I try to .avoid whet I believe is likely to be a wuyte of time. Thia is 
another way of saying I'm not indulging idlo'curiosity and Iekul t care one way or the 
other about her life style. 

• • Well, perhaps this is not entirely true. I do4t care about what others would regard.. 
as the morel asp,,!cts and I do not.- She seems to have a good intelligence, a good education, 
and she appears to mant-to do nothing with either. If it were my of my busineecel'd 
prefer, that she do something constructive, believing he can. • 

barrio interest is not in getting things in print in the minor press. While the 
money she says he pays is not good, it is better than I'm getting aaa there are, some things 
that, 43 a natter of record, I might write. :dosed on the experience thus far, I'e be 
without confidence that I'd be paid.. I have no interest 	giving away any .?-irt-of a rather 
considerable 41111 uueubeidized labor, not in our financial conaition. 

Because I specified to Jens** what none of these stories are, I regard it as quite 
unusual that there ban been this total silence. There was also something net having to 
do with a story that came up in our conversation on which I'd have expected to hear from 
her. Not only because I asked it but more, because* she alleged a personal. intereet. h=er 
total silence in incompatible with her representation. It makes me wonder. Among the pos-
siblo explanations are innocent ones. 

I havu never acen the paper, so when you say you are net happy about its editorial 
policy I count guess whatpolicy. That, le another odd thing.. Lhe insisted that I should. 
See none: iseueseand said - shela send them. dasult. - I -know nothing about Oglesby's paper, 
but his naee on that Archives obscenity is enough to discourage my interest in it. 

You say you aro not a political animal. In my way I am, and in these areas I have had 
a fair amount of experience. Yell might want to consider that the problems of accomplishing 
anything in the areas of our mutual interest are political not factual or evidentiary. On 
those things where I disagree with others, sometimes all oth?Jrn, the basis of my db*at7se-

. ment is from the political reading I give those things, the political consequences I expect 
to follow. Where the questions have been resolved, I recall nothing for which I need apologize. 
'Ibis does not mean that I an smarter than anybody else. 't does mean I draw upon different and 
may own experiences. Thus I do not and never have regarded Skolnic# as merely a "farce" and I 
am, as I always have been, conoerned about the hurt he does us. efter that last one-I'm also 
less inclined to dismiss him as merely sick. That he is ie not gnash or an explanation and 
it• in no way mitieates the hurt he does. 

Thaeks. I hope you have a good holiday and that we all are permitted a better year 
that I think our Glorious Loader has in mind for us! 

Sincerely, 


